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All AIRA trick skis have front boot  machine screw inserts for mounting.  Do not drill into areas of the ski other 
than where the aluminum retention plate is located.  We suggest using our D3 Pro Trick Plate (PTP) for maximum 
adjustment and to prevent heel dents.
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D3 Trick Ski Mounting Instructions (with screw retention plate - no rear inserts)

Binding Placement 

With your foot in the boot or front binding, locate the center of your inside ankle bone (ANKLE centerline).  
Mark your ANKLE centerline on the binding plate.  Next, mark the centerline of your ski. 

Traditional Mounting:
 For 40”- 42” skis mount the ANKLE centerline 0.25” forward of the ski centerline. 
 For 43”- 45” skis mount the ANKLE centerline 0.375” forward of the ski centerline. 

Alternative Mounting:
 Alternative - mount the ANKLE centerline up to 0.75” forward of the ski centerline. 

 Some skiers doing wake tricks and flips prefer more separation between their feet.  Our D3 Reflex   
 Aluminum Trick Plate allows you an additional ¾” of travel to move the front foot forward when
  compared to traditional Reflex plate designs.

  https://www.d3skis.com/product-p/19425.htm

DO NOT use plate screws longer than 5/8".  USE a hand screwdriver to avoid cross threading of the inserts.  

Mounting a Rear Binding on the Aluminum Screw Retention Plate

 Rear binding placement is a personal preference.  Once you have decided where to place your rear   
 binding, mark your ski using the binding as a template.  Use a 7/64” drill bit to drill holes - no deeper   
 than 1/4”  - in the locations you have marked on the ski.   CHECK to ensure that the mounting srews are  
 not too long .  You dont want to go thru the ski bottom. 
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